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Abstract—Engineering software for robotics applications requires multi-domain solutions. Model-driven development (MDD) promises efficient means for developing domain-specific and reusable models of robotics software. Code generators transform these models into executable code for specific robotic platforms. Robotics is heterogeneous and robotics applications pose various challenges to leveraging the potential of MDD. Combinations of modeling languages and platforms are often problem-specific. Generative software development for multi-domain applications requires both the effective integration of modeling languages and composition of code generators. We present the extensible MontiArcAutomaton architecture modeling framework for the generative development of robotics applications with a strong focus on language integration and generator composition. Its core modeling language is a component & connector architecture description language that can be extended with problem-specific component behavior modeling languages. We present how MontiArcAutomaton supports syntactic and semantic behavior modeling language integration to describe component behavior in most suitable modeling languages and code generator composition to synthesize code from integrated models. We sketch a process for model-driven development of robotics applications using MontiArcAutomaton.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SUCCESSFUL development of robotics applications requires solutions to challenges from different domains. Non-trivial robotics applications require to integrate solutions from domains such as navigation, communication, trajectory planning, and software engineering. To achieve this, robotics software is usually developed by teams of domain experts providing solutions for specific problems on specific platforms. This leads to monolithic robotics software and seriously challenges reusability for different projects or platforms [1], [2].

To enable the reuse of functionality and subsystems, the structuring and composition mechanisms of component-based software engineering (CBSE) have been applied to robotics software engineering [3], [4], [5], [6]. These approaches are mainly based on the exchange of binary or source code components and thus tied to specific platforms and general-purpose programming languages (GPLs). Software integration thus requires in-depth knowledge of these GPLs and software engineering principles. Model-driven development (MDD) reduces this “conceptual gap” [7] between the problem domains and software engineering. Models enable the representation of software systems at a higher level of abstraction than GPLs and thus allow for greater reuse. In addition, domain-specific software descriptions using models specific to the problem domain reflect the heterogeneity of the developed system and its concerns [8]. In combination with platform-specific code generators and analyses, models can serve as primary development artifacts which increases the software’s comprehensibility and reuse on different platforms [2], [9]–[11]. These potential benefits of MDD do not come for free and robotics applications pose various challenges to successful application of MDD. For example, the reuse of models for different platforms is possible in theory but in practice it requires
efficient means to integrate or develop platform-specific code generators. As another example, the heterogeneous challenges of engineering robotics applications require adequate means to extend and modify modeling languages to adapt to emerging requirements. Finally, the complex nature of robotics hardware and software demands integration of models and generated code with legacy components and handcrafted code.

To address these challenges of MDD for robotics applications we have developed the MontiArcAutomaton architecture modeling framework consisting of modeling languages, code generators, and powerful extension mechanisms. The goals of MontiArcAutomaton are to provide

- an extensible and compositional modeling language for the structure and behavior of robotics applications,
- an extensible and compositional code generator framework allowing reuse across different platforms and different modeling language aggregates,
- integration mechanisms of legacy code and platform-specific components, and
- a methodology for MDD of robotics applications.

With MontiArcAutomaton, robotics applications are modeled as component & connector (C&C) software architectures. While the logical architecture of applications is prescribed in C&C models, behavior of components is defined from component composition or embedded behavior modeling languages. The separation of software into logical components enables independent development and integration via well-defined software interfaces. This allows for encapsulation of platform-specific code or legacy code and forms the basis for syntactic and semantic behavior modeling language integration.

First, extension mechanisms of the modeling language allow embedding domain-specific and problem-specific behavior descriptions into component definitions. Language engineers define the syntax of the embedded languages and use existing facilities for defining well-formedness checks (also called static semantics) for models of the combined languages. The well-formedness of models is defined on an intra-language level, i.e., between elements of models of the new language, and on an inter-language level, i.e., between elements of models of the new language and those of existing languages.

Second, MontiArcAutomaton comprises powerful compositional code generation facilities for the transformation of models into executable GPL code for various robotics target platforms. The integration mechanisms for modeling languages are mirrored by corresponding integration mechanisms of code generators for these languages. They allow to exploit the benefits of generative software development and to avoid monolithic and hardly reusable code generator aggregates.

Challenges are the coordination of multiple code generators each responsible for specific models or parts of models. This includes the selection of code generators supporting a common target platform, to handle language restrictions a code generator might impose, and to propagate necessary information between generators, such that integrating code generators does not require their modification.

In this article we extend and summarize our previous work in the context of MontiArcAutomaton [12]–[20]. The main contribution of this article is a consolidated and concise description of the framework and its main concepts. In addition, it contains technical contributions and improvements over some of our previous work. Mainly, a running example for behavior language integration summarizing all steps of previous technical contributions, the configuration of MontiArcAutomaton with a new domain-specific embedded language, and an overview of case studies applying MontiArcAutomaton. We discuss differences to previous publications in Section 8.5.

First, we illustrate MontiArcAutomaton by example (Section 2) before we provide the technical background on MontiArcAutomaton (Section 3). We illustrate developer roles in a MontiArcAutomaton MDD process (Section 4). Then we explain the modeling language integration mechanisms which enable modeling component behavior with the most appropriate modeling languages (Section 5). Based on these, we describe our concepts of code generator composition (Section 6) and their realization in MontiArcAutomaton. Afterwards, we list applications of the MontiArcAutomaton process and framework in case studies (Section 7). Then we review related work (Section 8). Finally, we discuss the proposed process, language integration and generator composition (Section 9) and conclude this contribution (Section 10).

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND EXAMPLE

The development of non-trivial robotics applications involves a multitude of challenges from various domains. Model-driven development provides means for representing, analyzing, and evolving the context and solutions to problems of these domains in a domain-specific way by abstracting from implementation details. This abstraction further enables reuse of solutions in MDD. However, enjoying these benefits for the engineering of robotics applications poses various challenges.

First, the domains of concern for robotics applications vary from project to project and are often not completely known initially. This variation reflects in the requirement that an MDD solution needs to be configurable and extensible with domain-specific modeling languages.

Second, the robotics target platforms for code generation from models exhibit similar heterogeneity to problem domains. Different versions of operating systems, application programming interfaces (API), and target GPLs are employed and have to be supported by MDD solutions. To benefit from the raised level of abstraction in domain-specific modeling languages these need to be supported by more than one code generator according to their use. It is thus required to separate languages and code generators and to provide code generator composition mechanisms that match the ones of the language integration.
In the remainder of this paper, we address these two challenges of domain-specific language composition and code generator composition. The context of our work are C&C architectures (ADL) [21], where software architectures are modeled as hierarchically composed components. Specifically, the MontiArcAutomaton ADL is a C&C ADL that enables embedding of problem-specific component behavior modeling languages into components. While the ability to use specific behavior modeling languages allows to develop specific applications, the encapsulation of models in components with well-defined and stable interfaces allows to modify component internals easily, e.g., to modify a specific behavior model, while retaining a stable architecture [22].

Throughout the article we use the following terms in their (sometimes specific) MontiArcAutomaton interpretation:

- **Application**: A model of the C&C architecture and behavior of the robot including configurations of languages and selection of code generators for a platform.
- **Platform**: The software and hardware the generated code of an application runs on.
- **Modeling language**: Description of syntax and well-formedness rules to express models including symbols for referencing and translating between models of languages.
- **Model**: Abstracted description of an aspect of a software system conformed to a modeling language.
- **Structure**: Structure of the C&C architecture of an application in terms of logical components, connectors, and composition.
- **Behavior**: Definition of interaction via connectors between components, e.g., to control actuators of the robot.

### 2.1 Example

A software engineer is responsible for the development of the software for a robotic arm. The robot assists a physically disabled person in a kitchen environment to operate a toaster, i.e., place bread in a toaster, operate the toaster, and deliver the toast to a nearby plate. Figure 2 shows part of the system as implemented with Lego NXT robots and its environment.1

Assuming that the software engineer has no expertise in programming manipulators, she models the logical architecture of the robot as a composition of components, e.g., the component *ColorSensor* to check the toast color and the component *ArmController* to prescribe movements of the robotic arm. She decides that the behavior of the main component *Controller* is best modeled as an automaton and the behavior of *ArmController* is best described using a domain specific language for robotic arms from an earlier project. The engineer configures MontiArcAutomaton to embed an automaton language following the I/O² automata paradigm [23], [24] and a language for RobotArm (RA) programs. The latter describes motion of the arm in terms of defined locations and gripper commands.

The model of the software architecture with two embedded behavior languages is depicted in Figure 1. The component *Controller* receives distances and toast colors from attached sensors. The automaton modeling the behavior of *Controller* translates these inputs into commands for the *ToasterController*, which starts and stops the toaster, and commands for the component *ArmController*, which actuates the robotic arm to pick up and deliver toast. The behavior of component *ArmController* is modeled as a set of RA programs.

1. A video of the system is available from [http://www.monticore.de/robotics](http://www.monticore.de/robotics)
To generate executable code from the model, the software engineer needs to select code generators for the embedded automata and for the embedded RA programs that translate both into code for the NXT platform. She reuses existing generators by composing them according to the used language composition and the Lego NXT platform.

After evaluation of the Lego NXT prototype the project of the engineer is promoted to be turned into a commercial product. The robotic application will employ more reliable hardware and the Robot Operating System (ROS). The engineer configures her application to use code generators for the new target platform ROS. Code generators for the MontiArcAutomaton ADL and embedded automata are already available, however, a code generator for the RA language is missing. The missing code generator is subsequently developed by a team of developers with expertise in translating the high-level descriptions of robot arm movements into code for the ROS platform.

This example shows how language composition mechanisms of MontiArcAutomaton enable the use of the most suitable modeling language to describe component behavior and how the decoupling of code generators from languages as well as code generator composition enable efficient transitions between target platforms.

3 MontiArcAutomaton and MontiCore

MontiArcAutomaton is a framework for the pervasive model-driven engineering of robotics applications as component & connector software architectures with exchangeable component behavior modeling languages. At the core of MontiArcAutomaton is the extensible MontiArcAutomaton ADL [25], which is built on the formal concepts of the Focus [26] framework and supports black-box embedding of domain-specific component behavior languages with little effort. The language integration features of MontiArcAutomaton rely on the language workbench MontiCore. The framework facilitates translation of such language aggregates into GPL artifacts with a compositional code generator framework.

3.1 The MontiArcAutomaton ADL

The concept of encapsulation from C&C ADLs [21], [27] allows not only a logically distributed development and a physically distributed computation model, but also the composition of component behaviors independent of their internal behavior description. The MontiArcAutomaton ADL exploits the C&C encapsulation mechanism and allows the embedding of modeling languages into components for providing the most suitable behavior modeling language per component. This enables developing structure and behavior of the architecture in integrated models, reduces traceability efforts, and eases model co-evolution.

With the MontiArcAutomaton ADL, application modelers describe the architecture of robotics applications as the hierarchical composition of components and connectors. Components encapsulate functionality and provide it via well-defined, stable interfaces comprising sets of typed directed ports. Components are either atomic or composed: atomic components describe their input-output behavior either via embedded behavior models or via a handcrafted behavior implementation in a GPL. The behavior of composed components emerges from their subcomponents and their interaction.

Components interact by sending and receiving messages via directed connectors connected to their input and output ports. The types of the interface’s ports determine the possible messages a component may receive or send and thus determine its potential connections to other components. Types of ports are defined in UML/P class diagrams (CD) [28], which are integrated with the MontiArcAutomaton ADL to ensure compatibility of port and variable types.

At its foundation MontiArcAutomaton ADL imposes stable component interfaces identified necessary for the separation of concerns into component (behavior) implementation and system integration [2], [22], [29]. Similar component behavior language integration is supported by the Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL) [30], [31] and xADL [32]. Both consider syntactic integration only, without taking interlanguage well-formedness or code generation into account. MontiArcAutomaton takes care of both.

3.2 The MontiCore Language Workbench

The MontiArcAutomaton ADL is implemented with the MontiCore language workbench [33]. Its concrete and abstract syntax are defined in an extended context-free grammar (CFG) format [25]. From these grammars, MontiCore generates infrastructure to parse models of the language into abstract syntax trees (ASTs). MontiCore languages are textual, which allows software developers to retain the tools used to process
and manage GPL artifacts, while graphical representations of the models can be developed with some additional effort. An integration with the Eclipse Modeling Framework allows also the development of graphical editors for editing MontiArcAutomaton models.\footnote{Video of an editor for synchronous graphical and textual editing of MontiArcAutomaton models: \url{http://www.monticore.de/robotics/}} Checks of the well-formedness (static semantics) of models, called context conditions, are implemented in Java \cite{34} and enable to perform static analyses not expressible with CFGs (such as whether the message types of connected ports are compatible). MontiCore distinguishes intra-language well-formedness rules and inter-language well-formedness rules \cite{35}. The former characterize properties of well-formed models of a single modeling language and the latter consider integrated modeling languages.

MontiCore provides comprehensive language composition mechanisms \cite{14} supported by its symbol table framework \cite{34}:

1) Language embedding combines languages to use (parts of) multiple languages in a single model at well-defined extension points, e.g., component behavior languages are embedded into components.

2) Language aggregation combines multiple independent modeling languages into a language family, which enables to interpret their models together. For instance, within MontiArcAutomaton, its ADL and class diagrams are part of the framework’s language family.

3) Language extension enables to reuse the grammar of the parent language and to add and overwrite its productions, e.g., the MontiArcAutomaton ADL extends the ADL MontiArc \cite{36}.

Details on all of these mechanisms are available \cite{14}, \cite{17}.

Symbols are data structures describing the essence of model parts free from the technical necessities of theirs ASTs. As such, every MontiCore language amenable for integration does provide the technical infrastructure to create symbols from its models’ ASTs and to resolve names (e.g., of components) to corresponding symbols. The resulting symbols are decoupled from changes to the underlying AST and hence provide a stable model interface, which facilitates integration via adaptation. Ultimately, this supports checking context conditions across embedded and imported models.

MontiCore also facilitates development of code generators using the FreeMarker\footnote{Website of the FreeMarker Java template engine: \url{http://freemarker.org/}} template engine to process ASTs and code templates written in a target language \cite{12}, \cite{35}.

### 3.3 The MontiArcAutomaton Framework

The MontiArcAutomaton framework employs the MontiCore language integration mechanisms to enable embedding of component behavior modeling languages. It further comprises modeling languages to describe applications and compositional code generators. Application configuration models are specific to a software architecture model and describe how it is processed. Thus, for a single software architecture, application configurations can select multiple sets of code generators to translate it into artifacts of different GPLs. This, for example, allows to select a first group of code generators to translate the architecture to Java and a second group of code generators to translate the architecture to ROS nodes implemented in Python. Changing the code generators to employ amounts to changing this selection. Code generator models describe execution requirements of the represented code generator and properties of the generated code relevant to composition.

Figure 3 illustrates the MontiArcAutomaton framework and how its parts interact with each other. The top illustrates the framework with its modeling languages, modules, and extension points (left) as well as the artifacts it produces with their dependencies (right). The bottom part shows how the framework is configured and used: first the behavior modeling languages are integrated (left), then an architecture using these languages is modeled (middle), and the generators to apply are selected (right). The framework contains the MontiArcAutomaton ADL, which interfaces the UML/P CD language for data types. The ADL has an extension point for component behavior languages. The framework furthermore comprises language integration components for the integration of syntax and well-formedness rules. Resulting language aggregates are the basis for model-to-model (M2M) and model-to-text (M2T) transformations ultimately translating the application into multiple GPL implementations. The M2M transformations replace platform-independent components with platform-specific components according to the application configuration (cf. \cite{20}). The configuration also defines the generators to apply in the subsequent M2T transformations. Code generator developers provide generator models to MontiArcAutomaton, which are processed for generator composition and execution.

Code generator composition ensures that artifacts generated by a set of compatible code generators conform to a run-time environment (RTE). A RTE is a set of target GPL artifacts that provide common functionality, such as base classes for components or interfaces for handcrafted behavior implementations. Conformance to a RTE means agreement on the interfaces employed for components and component behavior implementation. Generated component structure artifacts, the RTE, and the handcrafted component behavior artifacts can be specific to desired platforms.

### 4 Developing Robotics Applications with MontiArcAutomaton

As software systems under development become more complex it is important to follow a process that provides activities and roles responsible for enacting these. We now give
an overview over the roles participating in the MontiArcAutomaton development process shown in Figure 3, their responsibilities and activities.

In a typical project setup, the application modeler creates models for the structure and behavior of the robotics application as well as the application configuration model. The latter references generator models that describe the interfaces and requirements of the generators to apply. These are provided by the generator developer. The generated platform-specific code is executed by the RTE developed by a run-time developer. For fixed component behavior modeling languages and platform, the RTE and code generators typically remain stable. Thus, in a minimal setup, application modeler is the only role enacted. In case a component modeled by the application modeler requires manual implementation, e.g., to interface with application-specific legacy code, the application modeler models the component for manual implementation by the application programmer (see Section 4.1). For recurring tasks and behavior descriptions not conveniently expressible with existing languages of MontiArcAutomaton, a language engineer may extend the framework for with additional behavior DSLs. A generator developer then has to implement a code generator for the new component behavior modeling language to produce executable component implementations. Therefore, she provides a generator model and an implementation that generates code conforming to the designated run-time environments' properties. Due to the modularization of the framework and the division of responsibilities to roles, MontiArcAutomaton addresses the different skill sets of engineers. For example, a domain expert can enact the role application modeler and is not required to be an expert in interfacing with the low-level software and hardware of the platform. This expertise is provided by an application programmer whose work can be reused for multiple applications running on the same platform.

Using MontiArcAutomaton entails tailoring it to the particular component behavior language needs, before a software architecture can be modeled. Afterwards, composing code generators allows to produce GPL code from the architecture. The overall process follows the three stages depicted in Figure 4. The first stage focuses on customization of the modeling language and checks whether the MontiArcAutomaton language family has to be extended. In the second stage, the software architecture and the application configuration model, which compose the robotics application, need to be developed. In this stage, the application developer needs to decide whether a platform-independent or platform-specific model should be developed. Eventually, in the last stage, one or multiple code generators need to be selected or composed. This allows to select code generators for different target platforms, and, hence, to easily translate the same architecture to different GPLs.
Composition is only required if no monolithic code generator using the desired of ADL features, behavior languages, and platform exists.

Embedding a behavior modeling language requires registration of its grammar and little integration code. The latter includes context conditions of the integrated languages and symbol table infrastructure (cf. Section 3.2). With this infrastructure, the new component behavior modeling language can be integrated into the MontiArcAutomaton language family using the MontiCore language integration mechanisms. This enables to reference and reason about models from other languages of the family. Section 5 describes the details of language integration with MontiArcAutomaton.

4.2 Software Architecture Modeling

After component behavior language integration, the application modeler can develop the software architecture of the system under development with models of the integrated languages. To this end she decomposes the system into components and decides for each atomic component whether its behavior can be modeled or requires a handcrafted GPL implementation. For the latter, the application programmer develops proper implementations. Then she configures a M2M transformation to replace components according to the platform as presented in [20]. The resulting, platform-specific software architectures can be translated into GPL code then.

4.3 Code Generation

Translating a software architecture with embedded component behavior modeling languages requires code generators capable of translating the embedded behavior models. To this end, the code generation framework of MontiArcAutomaton enables composition of code generators for component structure, component behavior, and data types. However, MontiArcAutomaton also supports monolithic code generators supporting architectures models with a fixed set of embedded behavior languages. In both cases, the application modeler selects the participating generator(s) via the application configuration model, which may include invoking generator developers to produce proper generators. To be amenable for selection, the code generator developers must provide the code generators with generator models. These models describe the code generators’ responsibilities, requirements, and interfaces. MontiArcAutomaton checks, composes, and executes the selected code generators based on these models. Development of such code generators is detailed in [19]. In this contribution, Section 6 presents our notion of code generator types and its implementation in MontiArcAutomaton.

5 LANGUAGE INTEGRATION

Modeling language integration either requires to compose languages a priori, or to design them independently and to apply non-invasive composition mechanisms. Composing languages for a specific integration yields monolithic language families that are hardly reusable between projects with different language requirements.
MontiArcAutomaton embeds component behavior modeling languages into the MontiArcAutomaton ADL and forms a language family of all participating modeling languages, which allows to check inter-language context conditions between languages of the family. This section introduces language integration in MontiArcAutomaton.

5.1 Syntactic Behavior Language Embedding

Embedding is a purely syntactic language integration mechanism in which the host language’s grammar provides an extension point in form of a designated external production for component behavior. To facilitate reuse, not the languages’ grammars are integrated, but the parsers MontiCore generates from these. This allows use of the host language without embedding, facilitates exchange of embedded languages, and does not require modification of the participating languages’ grammars.

The MontiArcAutomaton ADL grammar provides such an extension point that is conditionally mapped by the MontiArcAutomaton language configuration model to different component behavior language grammars. The generated parser for MontiArcAutomaton ADL models delegates parsing of external productions to the parser responsible for the embedded productions of the respective behavior language. We illustrate the embedding of behavior languages on the example of the RobotArm language RA.

The RA language describes the behavior of a robot arm in terms of sequential movements to physical positions and gripper actions. RA models consist of a name, inputs, constants, and programs contained in robotarm blocks. Inputs are data sources the programs may react on. Constants define robot-specific measurements (top, bottom) or locations in the joint space of the robot arm (keyword location). Programs are sequences of commands to move the arm (move) and to use the gripper (open, close). Movement is either to a robot-specific measurement (top, bottom), a defined location, or to a joint space position based on input. 

Listing 1 shows an excerpt of a stand-alone RA model comprising the two inputs angle and height (ll. 3-4), one location definition toaster (ll. 7), and the program PickupAndDeploy (ll. 9-17).

RobotArm models neither prescribe how they are executed, nor have knowledge about the robot arm they are used with. These technical details depend on the capabilities and APIs of the system the software is deployed on and are in the responsibility of the generator and generated code. In our implementation, the code generated for RA models tracks the current absolute positions of the joints and actuates the motors of the arm according to these.

MontiArcAutomaton enables the use of RA models in the context of larger robotic applications by embedding parts of the RobotArm language into component definitions. It does not embed the RA inputs as embedded RA models receive input from MontiArcAutomaton ADL ports instead. This allows to define component models including RA models in a single integrated artifact. Listing 2 shows the textual representation of the component ArmController as depicted in Figure 1.

It begins with the keyword component, followed by the component’s type name and a body (l. 1). The body contains an interface of typed ports (ll. 3-7) followed by an embedded RA model (ll. 9-21) beginning with its keyword robotarm. The models contains a location definition (l. 10) and a single program (ll. 12-20).

Please note, that the program PickupAndDeploy still receives input from sources named angle and height (l. 18). In the context of the stand-alone RA program PickupAndDeploy, the symbols angle and height represent RA program inputs, but in the context of the MontiArcAutomaton ADL component ArmController, these symbols represent ports. To enable proper integration, such as inter-language well-formedness checking, this change of meaning must be explicaded. For instance, the MontiArcAutomaton framework must ensure that angle and height are of data types compatible to RA move commands. Thus, syntactic language embedding alone does not suffice, but requires symbolic integration as well.

5.2 Symbolic Language Integration

Names referencing other parts of models are considered symbols with a certain meaning. When integrating a component behavior modeling language into the MontiArcAutomaton ADL, the meaning of names may change. To reflect this, MontiArcAutomaton and its ADL rely on the language aggregation mechanisms of MontiCore, which require that the

Listing 1: An excerpt from the concrete syntax of a stand-alone RA model ToastService with two inputs, a location, and a program.
symbols of model parts are made explicit. This allows adaptation between symbols and, hence, their correct interpretation as well as well-formedness checking after integration. To this end, embedding component behavior modeling languages requires proper adaptation between the participating languages’ symbols, as well as integration of new inter-language well-formedness rules that cannot be checked on the level of a single language only. For instance, integration of RA programs into the MontiArcAutomaton ADL requires to ensure that the names of inputs are interpreted as names of ports (adaptation) and that the referenced ports are incoming ports (an inter-language well-formedness rule not checkable within RA alone). Furthermore, the input elements of RA (cf. Listing 1, ll. 3-4) should be prohibited to avoid underspecification (another well-formedness rule specific to integration).

Integration of the RobotArm language with its symbol table infrastructure into the MontiArcAutomaton ADL language family allows joint interpretation as well as creation of symbols of the respective model parts and execution of well-formedness checks from both languages. However, the RA symbol table treats names after move as references to input elements. These are not part of embedded RobotArm models. Thus, to complete integration, the language engineer configuring MontiArcAutomaton with RA provides an adapter between the input symbol of RA and the port symbol of the MontiArcAutomaton ADL as depicted in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Adaptation between a InputSymbol of the RA language and a PortSymbol of the MontiArcAutomaton ADL.](image)

The adapter Port2InputAdapter extends from InputSymbol, overrides its methods getName() and getType(), and yields static class fields SOURCE_KIND and TARGET_KIND. The former equals the SYMBOL_KIND of InputSymbol and the latter the SYMBOL_KIND of PortSymbol. Hence, whenever the RA language family looks up an InputSymbol, the MontiArcAutomaton ADL language family might return a Port2InputAdapter that adapts a PortSymbol. To ensure these adapters are created properly, the Port2InputAdapter provides its own factory to the language family. This factory is used to produce Port2InputAdapter instances whenever symbols of its TARGET_KIND (i.e., port symbols) are produced by MontiArcAutomaton. The method of Port2InputAdapterFactory therefore receives a PortSymbol and - if the port symbol’s direction is incoming - copies its properties to its own fields. In consequence, resolving the name angle in Listing 2 returns an instance of Port2InputAdapter that adapts the corresponding port symbol and can be used with inter-language checks of RA (such as validating that the type of angle actually is numeric). Please note that this also ensures that ports references by move commands are incoming ports, otherwise resolving the corresponding InputSymbol will fail as neither the InputSymbol, nor the Port2InputAdapter exist. Hence, a dedicated well-formedness rule for this is not necessary.

Adding inter-language well-formedness rules amounts to adding a single Java class to the language family that extends MontiCore’s ContextCondition class and implements specific interfaces of the MontiArcAutomaton ADL or RobotArm depending on the language element to check. These interfaces prescribe check() methods that receive
Based on these interfaces, the MontiArcAutomaton ADL well-formedness checking executes such context conditions.

Adding, for instance, a rule prohibiting the existence of input elements for integrated RA models requires to implement and register a class extending from ContextCondition that implements the interface to check input elements. The implementation of the corresponding check() method reports violations MontiArcAutomaton ADL after finding an input element in the model.

5.3 Language Integration Infrastructure

The MontiArcAutomaton ADL language family can be configured with new component behavior modeling languages via handcrafting language processing tools or configuration files.

For a language processing tool, the language engineer provides two classes: one extends from MAAADLTool, which is the language processing tool of the MontiArcAutomaton ADL. The other extends from MAAADLParserFactory, which combines the parsers of participating languages. Figure 6 displays both classes for the integration of RA into the MontiArcAutomaton ADL. The MAAADLTool integrates the RobotArm language into the MontiArcAutomaton ADL language family, which includes adding adapters and registering context conditions. The MAAADLParserFactory registers the RA parser at the behavior language extension point of the MontiArcAutomaton ADL.

Using the MAAADLTool allows processing integrated models, correct interpretation of their inter-language references, and checking their well-formedness. However, configuration of the language family with adapters and context conditions would require some understanding of MontiCore and its symbol table framework. To liberate MontiArcAutomaton users from this, component behavior modeling languages may be added via an domain-specific embedded language (DSEL) implemented in the GPL Groovy [37]. Groovy is a language for the Java virtual machine that allows to omit syntactic sugar and hence lends itself to define embedded DSLs [38]. Models of this language serve as configuration and processing these models exploits the modeling language infrastructure of MontiCore to collect relevant integration properties. From these models, MontiArcAutomaton instantiates the GroovyTool and the GroovyParserFactory (both also descendants of MAAADLTool and MAAADLParserFactory depicted in Figure 6, respectively) and configures both with the information from the Groovy models.

Each model describes one behavior language to embed. Multiple models can be combined. For one, the integration framework expects that each language candidate provides a language processing tool that extends from MontiCore’s class ETSSTool (cf. [34]), which holds information of the language’s well-formedness rules and symbol table infrastructure. Furthermore, it expects that each language candidate provides a language definition extending from MontiCore’s class Language (also [34]), which contains additional configuration. Both requirements are standard for MontiCore languages, hence, they do not restrict embedding.

Listing 3 shows a configuration model describing five properties. First, following the keyword name, each model specifies a unique name for this embedding (l. 1). Afterwards, the tool class and the language class to be used are defined (l. 2-3). The property behavior describes which production of the RobotArm grammar should be embedded (l. 4). Afterwards, checks (l. 5) declares a list of well-formedness rules that are merged with the MontiArcAutomaton ADL rules and the RA rules retrieved from the language class. Finally, adapters lists adapters for inter-language adaptation (l. 6).

While the expressiveness of this DSEL is restricted to the most common use case, it typically allows to configure the MontiArcAutomaton ADL with new component behavior modeling languages with minimal effort. In case the language to be embedded has special requirements, handcrafting the integration allows to harness the full power of MontiCore. After integration, parsing and analyzing components with embedded behavior models is possible. Providing code generation capabilities for integrated languages is part of the code generator composition framework presented in the next section.
6 Code Generator Composition and Execution

A MontiArcAutomaton robotics application is a C&C model with embedded behavior models of multiple languages. Enabling code generation for such aggregates requires code generators capable of translating composed models into target GPL code. Usually, code generators are monolithic and capable of translating a fixed combination of languages. As MontiArcAutomaton supports problem-specific, flexible, language embedding, code generators must mirror this flexibility. MontiArcAutomaton provides a code generator composition framework that supports integration of component structure generators with component behavior generators as required by the language combination. Hence, code generator composition in MontiArcAutomaton amounts to

1) identifying platform requirements (including target GPL),
2) selecting proper generators for the languages to be processed and the intended platform,
3) configuring MontiArcAutomaton with the selected generators,
4) invoking a descendant of MAADLTool (depending on the chosen language integration mechanism), which parses the ASTs of components with embedded behavior models, checks their well-formedness, and ultimately composes the selected code generators to produce platform-specific GPL artifacts.

To support this process, MontiArcAutomaton comprises not only modeling languages for C&C structures and component behavior, but also for code generator description, and application configuration (including generator selection).

The code generator composition mechanism of MontiArcAutomaton exploit the C&C nature of its ADL and relies on generator types explicating the different aspects of this nature. The types govern the information required by conforming participating generators and are realized by code generator interfaces. These interfaces describe the properties MontiArcAutomaton code generators require from and contribute to composition.

In the following, Section 6.1 introduces code generator types. Afterwards, Section 6.2 presents the code generator types employed with MontiArcAutomaton and their usage during code generator development. Finally, Section 6.3 explains how to select code generators for a software architecture and their composition by MontiArcAutomaton.

6.1 Generator Properties and Types

Code generation in MontiArcAutomaton amounts to code generation for the structure of components, the different embedded behavior languages, and data types. This separation leads to three types of generators: component generators, behavior generators, and data type generators. Component generators translate C&C modeling elements, while behavior generators translate component behavior models free from C&C details. Hence, the behavior generator developers can be liberated from C&C expertise. Each type governs the properties conforming code generators must exhibit, which is a subset of the following:

1) Modeling languages: One or more modeling languages the code generator can translate.
2) Generation well-formedness rules: These constraints restrict the set of valid input models for the generator. For example, a code generator for embedded automata might reject models with nondeterminism.
3) Output representation: A description of produced output to ensure compatible GPL artifacts. For example, a component generator might generate Java artifacts while a behavior it should be composed with produces Python artifacts only. This may lead to incompatibilities.
4) Execution information: Information on how the code generator can be invoked.
5) Generation context information: Information the generator requires at run-time. This can be information about the model or about the generation process of participating generators. Rather than relying on implicit assumptions about the generation process and generated artifacts, we make these assumptions explicit with the generation context information.

The three generator types of MontiArcAutomaton restrict these properties differently: While all generator types prescribe the declaration of execution information and allow to declare well-formedness rules, only behavior generators and component generators may declare output properties. Behavior generators also may explicate the supported modeling language and component generators may declare a set of additionally supported behavior modeling languages.

Component generators must process MontiArcAutomaton ADL components, but may process behavior languages as well. They may add well-formedness rules and exhibit properties regarding their output. Data type generators must translate UML/P class diagram models. Thus, specifying additional supported modeling language is prohibited. All code generators in MontiArcAutomaton conform to exactly one code generator type. Thus, each participating generators provides the information characterized by its type and is processed accordingly.
6.2 Code Generator Types of MontiArcAutomaton

Each MontiArcAutomaton code generator must conform to a single generator type. This conformance is expressed by implementing an interface describing the properties of each type. For MontiArcAutomaton, which is implemented in Java, the code generator interfaces are as depicted in Figure 7. These interfaces realize the information that generators of the individual types may provide as presented in Section 6.1 via the provided methods. For instance, a method `getMontiCoreLanguage()` returns the MontiCore Language class of the modeling language that generators of this type can process. Furthermore, they describe the required generation context information as parameters of the `configure()` method. Please note that the interface for component generators expects conforming generators to receive and execute behavior generators. In MontiArcAutomaton component generators process the complete AST of composed models and delegate parts to behavior generators. With these interfaces, composition may rely on code generator internals as proposed in [35].

Implementations of the generator interfaces can be hand-crafted by generator developers or defined in terms of `generator models`. In the first case, the generator developer provides a Java class implementing the interface of the generator type under development following a naming convention. In the second case, she provides a generator model that conforms to the generator description modeling language depicted in the overview in Figure 3 and employs MontiArcAutomaton to produce an implementation from it.

These models contain keywords that correspond to properties of generator interfaces and provide corresponding values. Listing 4 displays a generator model for the `RobotArmPython` generator. The models begins with the keyword `generator`, followed by its name, the keyword `conforms` and the name of its generator type's interface (ll. 1-2). The model for `RobotArmPython`, for instance, declares that is is a behavior generator (l. 2). The model's body contains keyword-value pairs to describe it starting point (executing information, l. 4), its modeling language (l. 5), its run-time environment (output representation, l. 6), and its context conditions (well-formedness rules, ll. 8-10). This generator can be started using its FreeMarker template `robotarmpy.Main` and is capable to translate models of the language `robotarmpy.RobotArm.Content`. Furthermore, it produces artifacts compatible to the run-time environment `runtimes.pythonasync` and declares a single well-formedness rule in form of the context condition `robotarmpy.NoGenericDataTypes` (which prohibits to use it with RA models that rely on generic data types for their inputs). The name `robotarmpy.RobotArm.Content` identifies the production `Content` of MontiCore grammar `RobotArm` residing in package `robotarmpy`. This granularity supports code generation for language aggregates where only parts of behavior modeling languages are embedded.

MontiArcAutomaton supports automated translation of such models into Java classes implementing the declared generator type interfaces. These classes implement all methods of the generator type's interface and return the generator information from the model where applicable (e.g., `getContextConditions()` returns a set of context condition instances as declared in the `contextconditions` block). MontiArcAutomaton requires such implementations for all participating generators and composes these according to their types.

6.3 Composing and Executing Code Generators

Translating a C&C architecture model into GPL artifacts requires a set of code generators that contains one component generator, one behavior generator for each embedded modeling language not supported by the component generator, and a data type generator. If all generators produce artifacts conforming to the same GPL and the component generator and the behavior generators produce artifacts of the same RTE, we denote such a collection as a `generator family`.

The application modeler defines which generators to apply in order to translate a software architecture. Adding this information to the component models would tie models to code generators. Instead, such is defined in `application configuration models`. These models conform to the application configuration language depicted in Figure 3 and reference a single software architecture as well as multiple code generator families to apply as shown in Listing 5.

Each model begins with the keyword `application`, followed by a name, the keyword `for`, and the name of the software architecture it references (l. 1). Afterwards, a body delimited by curly brackets follows, which contains platform blocks (ll. 2-6 and ll. 7-11). Each block begins with the keyword `platform`, followed by a name, and a body. This body contains a set of code generator names that references the code generators of a generator family. Specifying the individual roles of the participating generators is unnecessary.
as MontiArcAutomaton resolves the corresponding generator models.

Given a MontiArcAutomaton ADL software architecture with embedded behavior modeling languages, families of code generators for specific platforms, and an application configuration selecting these families, the process of translating the architectures is as depicted in Figure 8. First, the generator orchestrator of MontiArcAutomaton loads the application configuration model. Afterwards, its loads the referenced software architecture model and the generator models. Based on these, it performs intra-language well-formedness checks and inter-language well-formedness checks to validate the models. In case of successful validation, it instantiates the participating code generators via their interfaces and starts code generation. The generation of data types is decoupled from that of components with embedded behavior and can be performed in any order. The generator orchestrator starts the component generator by passing the participating behavior generators to it. The component generator starts processing the component model elements. For each component element visited, the generator produces code. For each unknown element, it tries to identify the responsible behavior generator (via its modeling language property). In case a generator is found, it performs intra-language well-formedness checks and inter-language well-formedness checks to validate the models. In case of successful validation, it instantiates the participating code generators via their interfaces and starts code generation. The generation of data types is decoupled from that of components with embedded behavior and can be performed in any order. The generator orchestrator starts the component generator by passing the participating behavior generators to it. The component generator starts processing the component model elements. For each component element visited, the generator produces code. For each unknown element, it tries to identify the responsible behavior generator (via its modeling language property). In case a generator is found, the component generator passes generation context information as required by its configure() method to it and executes it. Per agreement on a RTE, the behavior generator produces compatible GPL artifacts. After it finished, control is passed back to the component generator, the processed element is marked finished, and AST traversal continues. The code generation process finishes when all AST elements have been traversed.

For instance, translating MontiArcAutomaton architecture models with embedded RobotArm programs component behavior modeling languages to ROS [39] in its C++ implementation requires three code generators:

- A component generator that translates components, ports, and connectors to C++ ROS nodes. This code generator must provide a generator model identifying it as a component generator and explicate the properties required by generators of this type. The generator is independent of any behavior modeling language and hence can be reused for arbitrary behavior language combinations to be used with ROS.
- A behavior generator that translates RobotArm programs into C++ motor commands and provides a proper generator model. Translation of RA primitives into arm commands maybe independent of ROS or ROS-specific. In the former case, the generator can be reused for any translation of RobotArm programs to C++; otherwise, this is specific to ROS.
- A data type generator to translate UML/P port class diagram data types to ROS messages.

A component generator for ROS must flatten the hierarchy of the architecture prior to code generation as ROS does not support hierarchical nodes. Afterwards, the resulting architecture can be translated into a graph of nodes connected by topics. The latter correspond to the connectors between ports of component models. Topics resemble typed message buses that support n:m communication, whereas connectors express 1:n communication in the underlying FOCUS [26] semantics. Thus, the component generator should ensure that each generated topic has a single publisher only. Otherwise, the semantics of model and generated code may diverge. Furthermore, ROS messages do not support generic data types yet. Consequently, translation from UML/P class diagrams to ROS messages must take care of eliminating generic data types. This can be achieved by calculating the values of the generic parameters for each usage and produce specific data types from the result.

Given these three code generators, specifying their usage...
for a MontiArcAutomaton architecture model is as simple as presented in Listing 5 and MontiArcAutomaton takes care of proper composition and code generation as depicted in Figure 8. Hence, with this framework, migration of the system under development to new platform versions amounts to providing compatible generators only. The models can remain unchanged.

7 Platforms and Case Studies

To evaluate MontiArcAutomaton on different platforms, we have developed four code generators to different target languages [12]. Some applications require additional component models to access platform-specific software and hardware. MontiArcAutomaton organizes these models and their platform-specific implementations

- for Robotino robots using ROS [39] with Python,
- for Robotino robots using SmartSoft [2] with Java,
- for Lego NXT robots using leJOS4,
- for arbitrary ROS-compatible robots using rosjava5, and
- for simulators including ROS turtlebot and Simbad6.

Besides these robot-specific collections of models, code generators and RTE, we have also developed GPL-specific models and RTE that provide GPL functionalities to MontiArcAutomaton (e.g., file I/O). The collections contain between 4 (ROS turtlesim) and 21 (leJOS NXT) components and can be easily imported by MontiArcAutomaton applications to deploy these to different platforms.

We have evaluated MontiArcAutomaton in professional and educational settings with different platforms to test our concepts, modeling languages, and code generators.

7.1 Case Study NXT

With MontiArcAutomaton, a behavior language based on automata, a Java code generator family, and a Java RTE, we evaluated the MontiArcAutomaton framework during a university lab course. Evaluation took place in the winter term 2012/13 with eight master level students [40]. The students had previous experience with Java from courses throughout their studies. The students developed a distributed robotic coffee service consisting of the three robots illustrated in Figure 9. The run-time environment and system component implementations were given. During the lab course the students participated in a survey and interviews regarding the effort and benefits of applying MontiArcAutomaton to a distributed robotics application. The results are discussed in [40].

7.2 Case Study ROS

We also evaluated MontiArcAutomaton with another automaton language, the ROS-Python code generator family, and the ROS-Python Robotino modules in another lab course in winter term 2013/14. The group of nine master level students acted as application modelers and application programmers to develop a logistics application using the Robotino platform (Figure 11). The students had little to no previous experience with ROS [39] or Python, which allowed for a better evaluation than in the previous lab course. The software architecture of this application consists of 31 components, of which 9 contain automata and 17 have platform specific implementations. Figure 10 shows the top-level architecture with the components Navigation, MapProvider, and TaskManager being composed from other components. During this course, the students acted as application modelers and applications programmers (as, for instance, the behavior of the ROS-specific components wrapping the user interaction had to be implemented manually). In this application, the robot receives tasks such as “deliver item X to room Y” from a web site. Automata embedded in components translate these into motion and interaction commands. These commands are passed to the components Navigation and UserInterface, which translate these into platform-specific GPL primitives.

To interface ROS, the students have developed components with Python behavior implementations that acted as publishers or subscribers. Components sending message to ROS receive these messages via ports, wrap these into ROS messages, and send these to the connected nodes. Components reading messages from ROS yield a behavior implementation that subscribes to topics and emits the received, unwrapped, messages via their ports. Buffering and translation of ROS messages is subject to the individual components and was optimized depending on the interfaced topics.

The students participated in two surveys on the efforts
and benefits of modeling with MontiArcAutomaton. The first survey of 12 questions was conducted after a few weeks, the second survey of 18 questions at the end of the course. In the beginning, the students did require less effort understanding the MontiArcAutomaton and the I/O\(^\omega\) automata language than understanding ROS. The students were more confident in the Python artifacts produced by themselves (6.8 out of 10) and their team mates (6.7 out of 10), than in the behavior models they had developed (6.5 out of 10). Nonetheless, the students spend ten times as much time developing conceptually wrong artifacts with Python (34\% of their time) than with the behavior modeling language (3\% of their time). We consider this an indicator for the benefits of modeling abstractness over accidental complexities of a GPL.

In the second survey, the students estimated they spent 44\% of their time learning ROS, which had doubled from the first survey. The times actually spend learning the MontiArcAutomaton ADL and the I/O\(^\omega\) automata languages were considered reduced by ca. 33\%. Interestingly, the time spend doing conceptually wrong things with the MontiArcAutomaton ADL, I/O\(^\omega\) automata, and Python converged during the lab course. In the second survey, the students have reduced conceptually wrong Python programming to 8\% of their time, while conceptually wrong behavior modeling increased to 9\%. In the same time, the estimated efforts to fix bugs in Python artifacts and ROS nodes doubled, while the estimated time to fix bugs in MontiArcAutomaton ADL components and I/O\(^\omega\) automata remained constantly low. This also points to the benefits accredited to modeling (such as their abstraction being beneficial to understanding and maintenance).

Due to the task’s complexity and the small group size, a separation of a control group was not feasible. This raises threats to both the evaluation’s internal and external validity. First, there is a selection bias as the students were well-trained in developing object-oriented systems. Also, instrumenting questionnaires suffers from biased answers due to the students’ self-perception as well as from biases regarding avoidance of the provided scales upper and lower ends. The evaluation’s external validity is threatened as the course was held under the topic of model-driven development and the students received grades for their participation. Hence, there may have been an implicit bias to assume MDD is beneficial.

7.3 Case Study SmartSoft

In a lab course of summer term 2014 we again assigned the task to develop a robotics logistics application. In this course, we used Robotino robots with the SmartSoft [2] middleware to control the robot. The students modeled the application logic with MontiArcAutomaton and an I/O\(^\omega\) automata behavior modeling language. Handcrafted behavior was implemented in Java. The students acted as application modelers and applications programmers again.

The produced architecture is depicted in Figure 12. Of the depicted subcomponents, five are composed components and two are atomic. The students of this lab course answered similar questionnaires (again, one in the beginning and one in the end) as the group of 2013/14. In the beginning, the students considered learning the middleware (estimated 40\% of their time) more complex than learning the modeling languages (15\% for MontiArcAutomaton ADL and 13\% for I/O\(^\omega\) automata). The students spend much more time doing conceptually wrong things with SmartSoft (35\% of their time) and Java (26\%) than with MontiArcAutomaton ADL and I/O\(^\omega\) automata (13\% and 9\%). They also estimated to have recreated or revised the Java implementations (8 times) and SmartSoft models (5 times) more often than structural MontiArcAutomaton ADL elements (3 times) and I/O\(^\omega\) automata (1 times).
In this project, the MontiArcAutomaton ADL is used to model the architecture and parts of the behavior for a hospital logistics service [41]. The MontiArcAutomaton ADL serves as ADL for a high-level controller that interfaces SmartSoft [2]. To this end, the architecture model describes the structure of that controller and most components are modeled using a state-based component behavior language.

8 RELATED WORK

We presented the MontiArcAutomaton architecture modeling framework with its MontiArcAutomaton ADL and extensions for component behavior language embedding and code generator composition. MontiArcAutomaton aims to increase abstraction and reuse in engineering robotics applications. However, there are other approaches to robotics software development that employ models as primary development artifacts as well. Section 8.1 discusses these. Developing software as C&C architectures is not specific to robotics and there is a multitude of related C&C modeling languages as well. Thus, Section 8.2 presents and discusses these. As the language integration features of MontiArcAutomaton rely on the language workbench MontiCore, Section 8.3 examines related language workbenches. Finally, Section 8.4 reviews other approaches to code generator composition.

8.1 Model-Driven Engineering in Robotics

Research in robotics produced many approaches to employ component-based software engineering [3], [4], [6], [39], [42], [43]. Lately, robotics has turned to model-driven engineering as well. This has brought forth languages for imperative and event-driven robot programming [44]–[48], geometric relations and kinematics [49]–[51], assembly task modeling [52], [53], perception [54], [55], and software architectures [2], [56]–[59]. Many popular robotics architecture modeling toolchains [11], such as SmartSoft [2], SafeRobots [60], RobotML [57], or BRICS [59] facilitate robotics software engineering and provide solutions to domain-specific issues. These issues, such as advanced communication patterns, deployment, or planning, are not tackled by MontiArcAutomaton. Although many of these toolchains employ state of the art language workbenches, they neither consider exchangeable component behavior languages, nor composition of code generators.

Most robotics ADLs employ notions of components and connectors to describe the structure of the system under development and require development of component behavior with GPLs [2], [56], [59]. The RobotML [57] modeling language employs finite state machines to model component behavior. In this, it is similar to the MontiArcAutomaton version presented in [12]. In contrast to MontiArcAutomaton, RobotML does support embedding of other component behavior modeling languages. The AMARSi language family [58] supports modeling of “Motor Skill Architectures” that employ software...
components with behavior descriptions as well. Here, the behavior of components is modeled via differential equations and AMARSi does not support behavior language embedding. The BRICS [59], [61] meta-model of C&C software architectures focuses on the separation of concerns between the development responsibilities. Therefore, it explicates features like scheduling, monitoring, and component configuration. BRICS does not support behavior modeling yet and thus relies on GPL component behavior implementations as well. DiaSpec [62] is a modeling language for development of Sense/Compute/Control [63] architectures that contains structural modeling elements as well. With DiaSpec, component behavior has to be defined via GPL artifacts. The OpenRTM [64], [65] architecture modeling language provides a component model where components may contain state machines that use GPL expressions to enable and fire transitions. OpenRTM does not support exchanging component behavior languages. Orocos [43], [66] is a modeling language for robotic software architectures that supports component behavior description in C++, Python, and Lua. Embedding other DSLs is not supported. Generally, we employ models over GPL component behavior descriptions, as these can be translated into different target platform-specific GPLs more easily. Furthermore, this approach allows to embed problem-specific component behavior languages, such as the RobotArm language. In contrast, component implementation with DSELs, such as SMACH [67] or other state-based formalisms, widens the conceptual gap [7] again.

8.2 Component & Connector Modeling Languages

The Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL) [31] is a similar modeling language for C&C systems comprising software and hardware components. AADL does neither provide a semantic foundation similar to FOCUS [26], nor mechanisms for code generator composition as presented here.

The AutoFocus [68] C&C ADL and modeling toolchain for the engineering of distributed system is based on FOCUS [26] as well. In AutoFocus, component behavior is modeled with state transition diagrams which are similar to I/O\textsuperscript*e automata. In contrast to MontiArcAutomaton, AutoFocus lacks a distinction between component types and instances which restricts component reuse.

Ptolemy II [69] is a modeling and simulation tool for actor (component) systems. Ptolemy II allows the composition of models with heterogeneous models of computation (semantics domains and scheduling) [70]. A code generation module of Ptolemy II supports Java and C [71] for some of Ptolemy II’s supported models of computation. Code for different target platforms may be generated by manually selecting templates from different packages.\footnote{See developer documentation at http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/ptolemyII/ptII10.0/ptII10.0.1/ptolemy/cg/README.html}

GenoM3 is an approach towards middleware independence of robotics software components to achieve a clear separation of concerns [72]. The separation addresses reusable algorithmic parts and integration frameworks. Any possible language can be used to describe the applications. GenoM3 employs template-based code generation and integrating additional templates is possible. However code generation and reuse take place on template level rather than on code generation level. Thus it requires a white-box insight into the templates to reuse and their integration lacks stable interfaces. Additionally, neither inter-language constraints, that have to be addressed between code generation templates, are addressed, nor the separation of code generators into different types.

MathWorks Simulink [73] comprises a block diagram language to model components & connectors. With Stateflow\footnote{Website of Stateflow: http://www.mathworks.de/products/stateflow/}, blocks can be extended with state transition diagrams. Similar to AADL, Simulink lacks the compositionality in terms of modeling language integration and generator composition as well.

SysML [74], [75] is a modeling language family based on a subset of extended UML [76]. It comprises a language internal block diagrams which resembles MontiArcAutomaton. As component behavior can be modeled as state machine diagrams, SysML enables to express architectures similar to MontiArcAutomaton. Modeling with SysML focuses on the requirements phase [77] and thus does not take code generator composition into account.

The xADL [78], [79] is based on a meta-model for XML-based ADLs and focuses on architecture extensibility as well. It shares many features with the MontiArcAutomaton ADL but focuses on syntactic language integration. It does neither support black-box language integration, nor integration of model processing infrastructure [32]. Also, to the best of our knowledge, xADL does not support code generator composition. Instead, its “architecture instantiation schemas” [78] tie software architecture models to specific implementations.

Other ADLs, such as ArchJava [80] or Plastik [81], are implemented as domain-specific embedded languages [82], [83]. While this allows to reuse arbitrary concepts of the host language, including loops and conditional expressions, it limits their application to platforms supporting the host GPL, yields the “notational noise” [84] DSLs aim to avoid, and gives rise to “accidental complexities” [7]. The majority of ADLs however, does not consider integration of component behavior modeling languages [85]–[94].

8.3 Language Workbenches

MontiArcAutomaton is no full-fledged language workbench, but a framework to configure its ADLs with component behavior modeling languages. Its language integration capabilities rely on the language workbench MontiCore. The authors of [95] have conducted a review of language workbenches
related to MontiCore. They reviewed the workbenches Ensō [96], Más [97], MetaEdit+ [98], MPS [99], Onion [95], Rascal [100], Spoofax [101], SugarJ [102], Whole Platform [103], and XText [104]. The review examined syntax, validation, semantics, and editor services. All language workbenches support syntactical composition, but compositional validation of integrated models, for instance for naming and type checking, similar to MontiCore is supported only by MPS and XText. None of the workbenches supports black-box code generator composition.

The Meta Programming System (MPS) [105] follows a parser-less, projectional, approach to language integration. Language designers directly model the AST and editors for specific AST nodes. Lacking an abstraction from the AST language integration breaks whenever the AST changes sufficiently.

An interesting application of MPS is mbeddr [106], a domain-specific IDE for embedded systems development. mbeddr is an implementation of C in MPS that can be extended with domain-specific languages. Embedded languages are then translated to the base language C of mbeddr. In contrast, MontiArcAutomaton keeps embedded languages on the model level to support later transition to different target GPLs and target platforms.

Xtext [104] also generates parsers from context-free grammars to produce ASTs. It supports language inheritance and language aggregation similar to MontiCore but does not provide support for language embedding.

Further discussions of related language workbenches have been presented earlier and detailed arguments for the development of modeling languages [107], their integration [34], and development of code generators [35] with MontiCore have been raised accordingly.

### 8.4 Generator Composition

The presented approach for code generator composition is based on explicit generator types, explicit generator interfaces and models, and run-time composition. Although it relies on the C&C nature of MontiArcAutomaton and restricts participating generators to three types, it is closely related to modular code generator design.

GenVoca [108], [109] is an approach to build software systems generators based on composing object-oriented layers. Different layers can use control blocks to exchange information. A layer is not seen as a code generator but the composition of all layers is a code generator. In contrast to this approach, we do not focus on a layered architecture of a code generator but an infrastructure for code generators composition. Our approach can be expressed in GenVoca terminology where each layer is a code generator with an explicit interface and relations to other layers. Each code generator (GenVoca layer) has to be executed to generated artifacts. In contrast in GenVoca all layers are composed and then executed.

The application building center [110] is a multi-purpose modular framework for modeling software systems. Genesys [111] is an extension that allows to develop service-oriented code generators. Each code generator represents a service that can be composed with other services. Information exchange is managed by using shared memory communication. Our approach is similar if we consider code generators to be services with interfaces. However, our approach introduces a broader generator interface to regard input language, output representation, input language constraints, execution information, artifact dependencies, and generation context information. This information is used to manage the execution and composition of the code generators.

Code generator composition using aspect-orientation at the artifact level has been described in [112]. The authors assume that a code generator produces operationally complete code fragments that are merged by a code fragment weaver. Additionally, in feature-oriented model-driven development (FOMDD) [113], multiple code generators are used to produce a software product line. Composition of code is achieved after code generation by manually writing glue code. In contrast, we do not consider manual artifact composition but focus on an infrastructure to compose code generators. We nevertheless consider composing generated artifacts relevant for reusing code generators and will address this topic in future work.

### 8.5 Previous MontiArcAutomaton Publications

This article is based on our previous works in the context of MontiArcAutomaton [12–20], [25]. In the MontiArcAutomaton report [25], we presented an earlier version of the MontiArcAutomaton ADL, where a state-based behavior modeling language was fixed part of the MontiArcAutomaton ADL grammar. In [12] we have presented a code generation framework for MontiArcAutomaton for different target languages. We extended this framework with code generator composition in [15]. In the current article we present the notion of code generator types that are realized as code generator interfaces, which abstracts from the MontiArcAutomaton implementation presented in [15]. Our previous publications on language integration [14], [17] presented a general overview of the language composition mechanisms of MontiCore on the example of MontiArcAutomaton. The current article focuses on syntactic and symbol language behavior language embedding in MontiArcAutomaton and contributes a technical description as well as a concrete language configuration mechanism in Section 5. The short paper [13] and the tool demonstration paper [18] introduced the ideas and goals of the MontiArcAutomaton framework and the capabilities of our implementation. This article can be seen as an extension of [13], which provides technical details of the implementation presented in [18]. The first lab course of the evaluation (Section 7) is discussed in [40]. We presented concepts for supporting multiple platforms for code generation in [16] and supporting transformations in [20]. We describe in Section 4 how these integrate into...
the MontiArcAutomaton framework. Finally, [19] presented tailoring activities for MontiArcAutomaton, which are part of the development process description in Section 4 as well.

9 Discussion

This section presents and discusses some of our observations during development and application of MontiArcAutomaton.

9.1 Development Process

We have introduced the MontiArcAutomaton MDD process based on software language integration and code generator composition in Section 4. The process relies on participant roles adapted from [114]. In the case studies reported in Section 7, we have instantiated the process with different sets of roles and restricted to subsets of activities. We have observed that the separation into the reported roles is feasible in practice and helps to tailor MontiArcAutomaton to the given skills available and tasks necessary in a development project. As an example, for the first case study described in Section 7.1, the students enacted the role of application modelers and were able to produce a running system of three robots in six weeks (for more details see also [40]).

9.2 Repetition in Semantic Language Integration

Utilizing the most appropriate component behavior modeling languages requires to integrate these properly into the MontiArcAutomaton host ADL. While, with the language workbench MontiCore, the syntactic integration is naturally provided, the semantic integration still requires the language developer to implement infrastructure for symbolic reasoning about (inter-)language elements.

During language development and extension, we have observed that key concepts of the host language are adapted and translated for every embedded language. As an example, language elements representing ports or variables have to be present in most embedded component behavior modeling languages. This repetition of similar tasks happens because all behavior languages are embedded at the same point in the host language, namely inside atomic components.

We believe that this special case of language embedding has a potential for further automation on the framework level to further assist language engineers. This assistance could produce adapters automatically from symbol descriptions, check whether the languages to be embedded are actually compatible, or propose required code generators to the developers.

9.3 Generalization of Code Generator Composition

We presented a conceptual approach for composition of code generators based on the notion of generator types in Section 6. The ideas are implemented within the MontiArcAutomaton framework to enable post hoc embedding and use of new component behavior modeling languages. To broaden its applicability this approach requires future work on syntax, methods, and technical solutions.

Composition of arbitrary code generators without assumptions on their actual integration is hardly realizable because, in general, generator composition demands a more expressive composition configuration than the application configuration presented above. For instance, the composition of the code generation process may require a code generator to be executed multiple times for every input model or to fill extension points provided by another generator. Moreover, execution of a code generator may not be triggered by a model type but by selecting a code generator for a particular set of input models. A generic model to configure an application has to express such process information and constraints. Thus, future research will look into modeling these aspects. In addition, for general composition of code generators, a clear understanding of code generator composition on the different levels (input model, generator, and generated output) is required.

The generator composition illustrated above assumes that the composition of generators reflects the language embedding for component behavior. Other language integration mechanisms, such as language aggregation or language inheritance [14] will require a more complex composition. The generator for an inheriting language might, for example, require the generator for the inherited language to be executed first, such that the latter only generates additional artifacts for the model elements introduced by the inheriting language. Even the code generator interface might be adapted to support language inheritance. Future work will therefore examine the notion of generator extension points as well.

Finally, modeling language composition mechanisms have led to language reuse and language libraries. We hope to gain similar libraries and advantages from facilitating code generator composition.

10 Conclusion

We have motivated two main challenges for successful application of MDD to robotics applications. These challenges are first the need for adequate representations of multi-domain solutions in modeling languages and second the support of heterogeneous target platforms for code generation. We address these challenges in the context of C&C software architectures in MontiArcAutomaton by providing powerful extension and composition mechanisms for languages and code generators.

MontiArcAutomaton is a framework for model-driven generative development of robotics applications as C&C software architectures. At its core, it comprises a C&C ADL that allows extension with component behavior modeling languages. It further comprises modeling languages to describe framework parts and configuration. Code generators systematically transform integrated architecture models to GPL code.

With the MontiArcAutomaton ADL, component behavior can be modeled with domain-specific languages provided
by language developers and used by domain experts. This reduces the conceptual gap between domain challenges and software engineering solutions. Sophisticated language integration mechanisms based on MontiCore’s capabilities support extensibility of MontiArcAutomaton with component behavior modeling languages.

This extensibility requires efficient generator composition to avoid development of multiple similar code generators for slightly different language combinations. We have detailed our concept for code generator composition based on explicit code generator types and generator models. The types are generic to C&C language integration and are realized by generator interfaces specific to MontiArcAutomaton. They enable code generators to explicate information required for composition. MontiArcAutomaton composes and executes the code generators based on models describing properties of the represented generators. Although our implementation of code generator composition is based on the language workbench MontiCore and the C&C nature of MontiArcAutomaton, we believe that these concepts generalize well into a broader scope.

Finally, we have presented case studies of different platforms MontiArcAutomaton has successfully been used with. These case studies employed different robots, middlewares, and simulators, including ROS, SmartSoft, and leJOS.
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APPENDIX
GRAMMARS

This section presents simplified MontiCore grammars of the MontiArcAutomaton ADL and the RobotArm language. These grammars present the essence of both languages with respect to integration, but omit technical details (e.g., annotations to control AST generation) for better comprehension.

MontiArcAutomaton ADL Grammar Excerpt with Extension Point
An excerpt of the MontiArcAutomaton ADL grammar is shown in Listing 6. The grammar uses the extended EBNF form of MontiCore [33], which introduces keywords and rules to control the generation of AST classes. The grammar begins with the keyword grammar, followed by its name, the grammar keyword extends and the name of the MontiArc [36] grammar (ll. 1-2). Thus, the MontiArcAutomaton ADL grammar inherits all productions of the MontiArc grammar listed in the appendix of [36]. Afterwards, it declares a component (ll. 4-7) to begin with the model keyword component, followed by a name, a ComponentHead, and a body delimited by curly brackets. The AST part produced by ComponentHead will be stored in the member head of the AST node for Component (ll. 5). The body (ll. 6) is characterized by a set of ArcElement productions and may be empty (as denoted by the star operator “*”).

Component = "component" Name
    head:ComponentHead "{"
    ArcElement*
""}"

errenents:TypeParameters?
("[" Parameter "," Parameter]* "]")?
("extends" ReferenceType)?

interface ArcElement;

Ports implements ArcElement = "port" Port (*, " Port") ";

Port = (["in"] | ["out"]) Type Name;

Connector implements ArcElement = source:Name "->" targets:Name
(""," targets:Name")

ComponentBehavior implements ArcElement = "behavior" Name? "{"
    BehaviorModel
""}"

external BehaviorModel;
// ...

Listing 6: Excerpt of the MontiCore grammar of MontiArc-Automaton. The language inherits many productions from the MontiArc grammar [36].

of the AST node for Component (ll. 5). The body (ll. 6) is characterized by a set of ArcElement productions and may be empty (as denoted by the star operator “*”).

The production ComponentHead (ll. 9-12) captures generic type parameters, configuration parameters, and extension declaration of components (cf. [25]). Generic type (ll. 10) parameters are optional (as denoted by the question mark operator “?”) and stored in the member generics of the ComponentHead AST.

Component parameters (ll. 11) are optional and may be specified as a comma-separated list between square brackets. They are stored in a member of name parameter of the ComponentHead AST, which is a list of Parameter elements. The member’s name is derived from its type. Each component may extend from another component as denoted by the model keyword extends (ll. 12). The productions TypeParameters, Parameter, and ReferenceType are inherited from MontiArc.

ArcElement (ll. 14) is an interface production, which
The RobotArm grammar is shown in Listing 7 and comprises eight productions. Its main production Programs (II. 2-4) describes a set of RobotArm programs. Such a set begins with the model keyword RobotArm, followed by a name and a body delimited by curly braces. The body (I. 3) contains a Context (I. 6), which describes a set of inputs, followed by a Content (I. 8). The latter consists of a set of locations followed by a set of programs. While the set of locations may be empty, the set of programs may not (as indicated by the plus operator "+"").

Locations begin with the model keyword location followed by a name, a number, the model keyword deg, another number, and the model keyword cm (II. 10-12).

A program (II. 14-16) begins with the model keyword Program, followed by its name, and curly brackets. Each program contains a non-empty list of commands that are terminated by semicolons (I. 15). Command (I. 18) is an interface production that behaves similar to interfaces in object-oriented languages. It does not prescribe syntax, but can be implemented by other productions. The RobotArm grammar provides two implementations of Command: one is Grasp (II. 20-21), the other is Move (II. 23-25). Grasp commands either open or close the gripper and thus correspond to the model keyword open or close. Move commands begin with the model keyword move followed by one of the keywords top or bottom, a single name (interpreted as a location name), or two names (interpreted as names of inputs).
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